RE: Monitoring YouTube Accounts
Somerset Belenoff
<somersetbelenoff@glamiscalling.org>

March 15, 5:35 PM (9
days ago)

to me, Callum.McCoinneach, Tiamet.marbani

Dear Lord Francis,
This email confirms we have received the Capricorn uploads for the following YouTube content owners:
•
•
•

Daniel John Lee
Military Tribunal Updates
David Wilcock

All of these are interesting because they appear to be self-generated. In other words, none of these content
creators were ever paid by the Wettin DisInfo team. I've instructed Group 13 to review the content and to
do a historical review of the principals to ensure none of them are connected to or derive from any of the
entities on the Wettin payroll. If we determine that any of these content creators are in fact on payroll, we
need to ensure that is discontinued immediately as none of them are on message with approved content.
Some of it is approved, e.g., there's significant focus on Rothschilds, Clintons, etc. but overall this looks
like it's self-generated.
I've reached out separately to Sir Randolph and instructed him to add this review as a follow up discussion
item for the World Governing Council in July. On a side note, I don't believe any of these are connected to
the rogue faction of the Lower Chamber. All three of the above contain content that is extremely hostile to
"the elite" but it appears to be directed at entities such as the Trilateral Commission, Bilderbergers, the
Catholic Church, International Bankers and of course the Clintons. From a world governance perspective
these are all low-level players and frankly the contempt for the Clintons is well-earned. As long as they are
not connected to Project Able Wolf (i.e., no connection to Graiver, Wallenberg or Berezovsky) I'll issue an
all-clear order in the July meeting.
Callum, consider this email an Order to Protect. The OTP will remain in effect throughout Dark Vigilance
and if we determine the above three are not connected to Able Wolf the order will remain in effect
indefinitely. As Director of the Investigative and Judiciary branch of the World Security Office I'll rely on
you to ensure none of our affiliates approaches the above in a manner contrary to the OTP.
Tia, our friends on the lower astral can perhaps provide insight into motive and even ancestral history.
Please set up some time for us to discuss early next week.
Warm Regards,
SB

